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I. IHfRDDUGTION 
During the Isat aeosfle th© qualities aemanaed in cast 
Irons hav# eontlnually become more exacting and severe. The 
manufacturer has been oallea upon to produce a material with 
definite Improveaents In many physical properties such as 
tensile strength, toughness, ductility, hardness and machin-
ablllty* Some progress has been made by the judicious use of 
certain alloying elsaents and the lowering of the time re­
quired for the annealing cycle. 
Durinf 19S5"19^ aa intensive program was Initiated in 
this laboratory under the direction of Professor Anson Hayes 
with the view of a thorough Investigation of the various 
factors that were involved In the production of malleable iron 
from white east Iron by a shortened annealing cycle. But fol­
lowing the Initial work of Hayes and Diederlchs (1), Hayes and 
Flanders C2) and Hayes, Henderson and Bessaer (3), It became 
evident that a complete study of the physical factors and the 
ohesleal factors that affect graphltlzation was essential. 
Since that time these investigations have continued under the 
direction of Professor Hayes and through his successor. 
Profesaor 1 .H-.Jennings, Jr. 
In spite of the aasa of contributions to the literature of 
cast iron, very little definite Information Is available con­
cerning the effect of soae of the elements on the rates of 
decoapGsltlon of iron carbide, FeaG, In the preparation of 
salleable Ipen from ooaiaercial wJalt© oast Iron with Its lower 
silicon and ©apbon eouteat ae oom|>ar©6 to the gray oast var-
ie%f. This l0 particiilarily applicable to aolyMenum where 
most of th® Infonaation eoacernB gray oast Iroa. 
The purpose of the Investigation, reported In this paper, 
was to stady the ©ffeets of molyMenam, ohromiam and various 
^offlteinatlons of these two elements on the decoiapositlon of 
Iron oarblde, PegG, in whit© cast iron. 
-fi­
ll. EETIll OF TEE LIflRATORE 
I. deneral Iffeet of Aflded Slemeats oa 0raphitlzatlon 
and Fbysisal Froparti©®. 
It is aoaietlmes difficult to drais definite eonolusloss 
concerning the effect of special elemeats oq the properties of 
anj for® of cast Iron. This Is due to the many factors that 
si«8t fee eojisidered as affecting the final eonaition of the pre­
set, Cast iron cannot be considerea as a simple alloy of iron 
ana carbon. It is probably a conglomerate, not of simple alloys 
an<S soltttloas, but of elesentst coapounSs and solid solutions. 
The properties of cast Iron are Influenced by many factors and 
one of the ®3st isiportant of these factors is the effect of the 
Edition of special eleffleats in ssall quantities. 
In 19^ Schifartz and !3uller (4) reported the results of an 
InTe^lgation of the effects of thirty-four different elements 
on the graphltisiation of east iron, ffesy report the following 
eleoents as showing positire deleterious effect on the process 
of aalleabllEst ion: 
Antimony Chromium Tellurium 
Boron Molybdenum Tin 
Serium* Selenius 
®Including Lanthanum, Seodyalum and Praesodymiuia. 
In of the fact that these data are only qualitative, 
no critical conclusions may be drawn from their study. 
Probably the aost recent work on the effect of alloying 
elements on the rates of graphitizatlon is the report of Smith 
« ?  -
ami (5) la 19!^ on Investigation of gray oast 
liron. ffe© following eonelusions aa;f be drawn from a study of 
their resalt«: 
Almslnum produeee a softening ©ffeot up to 0,1 per cent. 
from 0.1 to 0.5 per cent there Is a continual separation of 
free graphite. Aboir© 0.5 per eent there is a decrease of graph­
ite and at 0.75 P©p o«nt there ii a definite eonversion of the 
gray type into white iron. 
ilreenio shows no inhibiting effeet up to 0.1 per cent. 
Boron, as hi«^ as 0.4 per cent, prodiuoes an increased hard­
ness and at 0.8 per cent the easting beeoaes very brittle. 
0alcimiB has no effect up to O.g per cent. 
Ohrcaaiiim, in any amount, increases the carbide content and 
therefore decreases graphitization and Increases haiHlness and 
shrinkage. Above 0,5 per cent the increased carbide content 
results in pronounced aaohining diffioalties. Some additions of 
nickel or silicon may serve to decrease these harmful effects. 
Gobalt shows little positive effect up to 2 per cent. 
Gopper shows only a slight effect on graphItIzation up to 2 
per eent but increases the tensile strength and Brlnnell hard­
ness to a slii^ht extent, fhe corrosion resisting properties are 
Improved, showing a aaxlaum effect at 1 per eent copper content. 
Molybdenum acts a® a strengthener and hardener of gray cast 
Iron, fhe tensile strength is Increased up to 1.55 pep cent. The 
rates of graphltizatIon are lowered. 
Slcfeel produces a general Ijaproveaent and very good results 
are obtained by a eoablnation of nickel and chromium. Tensile 
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strength Is luereased atid the easting beoomee aor© maehlnable 
Slid resistant to high temperatsrsa. Th® presene© of nielcel 
mrm-n to partially eotinteraot the harmful effects of ohroalu® 
on th# graphltlzatlon procesB. 
Sllieon is present In all east irons, usually from 1.0 to 
2.5 per eent, FIt© p®r eent s11loon produces a very brittle 
casting whleh Is quite resistant to corrosion. It is of interest 
to note that a percentage of 9 to 10 per cent gives a product 
which corrodes very readily. At 11 to 14 per cent the resistance 
to corrosion is again noted and this property reaches a maximum 
at 14.5 to IT .0 per cent of sllicoia. Th© presence of silicon 
promotes the graph!tlzation. 
fanadlum in the amount of 1 per cent produces a 60 per cent 
increas© in tensile strength and increases the Brinnell hardness, 
fhls eleaeat shows a deleterious effect upon graphitization. It 
favors carbide formation, 
flwcwarsky C6) made a study of the effect of various elements 
by ©iiployln#5 a Swedish Cast Iron base with 4.01 per cent total 
carbon, fhree series, according to the silicon content, were pre­
pared for study. 
Series I Series II Series III 
1 per cent allicoin. l.?5 per cent silicon. 2.75 per cent silicon. 
Plwowarsl:y suffisarisses his results as follows: 
iklumtnua (0.2 to 0.8 per cent) increases the bending strength 
and lapact value £5 per cent in series I and II but only slightly 
la Series III. Hardness and resistance to compression decreases 
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in all s#5pl©B. fhe graphite particles ar# somewhat refined. 
fitaaitm behave® sliillap to alysaina® by fa-roring graphite 
fomatioa Im a refined forii. fhia eleaent probably produces noa-
si©tallle 00sipo«^ade In th® eaat iron, 
Iiek©l (0.5 to 1.0 p«r cent) resulted in an improvement ot 
meehaniesl properties as fflttoh as 20 to ^  per cent. This may be 
dtie in part to the format ion of solid solutions, araphitization 
is proiaoted. 
Qhroaiaia produoee no appreciable iaproveiients in meehanioal 
properties when lised alone. Bmt when oombined with nickel it im­
proves the TOchanical properties as auoh as 60 to 80 per cent in 
so®e oases. In Series I the most optioum results were obtained 
with 0,5 per cent ©hroraitiiB and 0,t per cent nickel. In Series II 
and III the best results were obtained by increasing the nickel 
content to 0,4 - 0.8 per cent. 
Tani^iiim faTors carbide formation and increases the hardness» 
bending strength, toughness, density and resistance to wear. The 
iiaproveaent started suddenly with a 0.5 per cent vanadium content 
and was more pronounced in Series I and II than in Series III. 
Tungsten iaproves all the mechanical properties. This fact is 
probably due to a series of solid solutions of tungsten ferrite. 
The most beneficial resultB were obtained with a tungsten content 
of 0.5 per cent. 
Molybdentiffi produces a similar Influence to that of tunfi!;sten. 
This may be Initially noted at a content of about 0.5 per cent 
ffiolybdenum. cjraphitizatlon is inhibited to an appreciable extent 
but not completely stopped. 
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langan®«®, Bulfrxr &n& phosphorus, in the amoanta ae found 
In the teohaisal iron that "was iise«3, profluced favorable effects 
on the properties of the base laaterlal* and In their presence, 
nickel aod chroaiam had a (greater effect than on pure iron. 
Phosphorus, afco-^e 0,7 to 1.0 per centt indicated a deleterious 
effect on the castings. Sulfur, in the absence of manganese, 
«afe injurious results to the properties of the cast iron. 
Iverest (7) has offered a suimsary of the effects of the most 
eosBionly available eleoents on the decomposition of iron carbide 
as f©lions: 
3roup I Group II 
Promotes dhraphltlzation. Either Retards the Rate or 
Completely Stops ilraphltlzation. 
Silicon Manganese 
Alualnuai Sulfur 
iiclc©! Chromium 
Phosphorus Molybdenum 
{below 0.8 per cent) fungstea 
fantalus 
Selenium 
Tellurium 
Tin 
ikntimony 
Titanium 
Yanad ium 
Phosphorus 
(above 0,8 per cent) 
copper apparently produces no effect either way up to 2 per 
cent. 
Many of these conelusioae have been confirmed in a j^eneral 
way by the following investigators: 
A.P.loelseher C8) , on the effect of manstanese and sulfur on 
the rate of grsphitizatlon in white cast iron. 
M.J .Stat EKian (9), on the effect of nickel on the graphItization 
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pateg in wlilt® oast iron. 
C.S.Foultee ClO), on the ©ffeet of chroaium on the rates of 
graphitlaatlon of white east irou -with a variable silicon content. 
F.L.Coonan (11), on the effect of molybdenum in the decomposi­
tion of iron earhid® in east iron of a oompoaition comparable to 
that demanded for the white variety. 
Franz Roll (12), on the Influence of various elements on the 
statoillt|r of iron carbide in cast iron. 
S.C*0ood Cl3)» on the general effect of various elements on 
the stability ©f cementIte in oast iron. 
Jean Ghallansonnet (14) reports the effects of nickel in com-
hlnatlon with vanadium and with molybdenum. His results confirm 
those that have been previously noted. 
One of the most informative contributions to the literature 
of east iron is a general resume of the known facts concerning 
this subetsnc# as reported in a general article by (5.M.En08 (15) • 
B. fhase Diagrams of Iron-Molybdenm-Garbon Systems. 
A search of the literature has failed to reveal any informa­
tion conoerning the nature of the binary equilibrium diagram for 
©arbon aai molyMenaa nor is any mention made of the possible 
ternary diagram for the iron-aolybdenmm-oarbon system. 
fh« most recent infowiation concerning the iron-molybdenum 
system is thm diagram proposed by fakei and Murakami (16). This 
diagram is reproduced in figure 1 on page 12. This diagram was ob­
tained by ffiicroscopie investigation, the electric resistance method 
ant by dllatomeri© and magnetic analysis. In this system, two 
12 
FeMo 
/o ao Jo ¥0 50 60 Fo fo" 
UJei^ht per CenT^ 
PISUBE I 
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iiiterii«tallle phases exist, epsllon (e) ana eta , consisting 
of the ©©Mpoands FegMo® and Felo respeetlvely, fhese phases are 
formea hj perltectlc reactions, melt • eta » ©psll©n^ and melt 
f  
delta Co) =: eta. The former forms a eateotlo with alpha lron» 
dissolving ffiolybdenum at 1440^0 la the range of composition of 
abmit 38 to 50 per cent of molybdenttm. The latter fleoomposes to 
the ©psllon phase and ffiOljbdent«i dissolves Iron at about ll80"c. 
fhe solubility of aolybdenua In alpha Iron Is about 38 per cent 
at 1440and decreases to 6 per cent at room temperature. The Ag 
point of the alpha solid solution Is sll^tly lowered as the mo­
lybdenum content increases, while the point rapidly rises to 
3 per cent of solybden^. In alloys containing more than 63 per 
cent of molybdenum, a euteetold Is found, consisting of the eta-
phase and aolybdenum dissolving in iron. Thus this diagram shows 
six solid phase*, viz. , alpha C"''), gamma CY), epsllon O, eta 0^), 
delta {5) and delta' (S )  *  
The iron-aolybdenum diagram of l.P.Sykes (1?) Is very similar 
to th® on® Just described, the most important difference being In 
it® failure to desplct th© formation of the eta-phase, FeMo. While 
a ©OBiplete consideration of the entire Iron-molybdenum diagram 
would be of theoretical interest, th© present Investigation is only 
concerned with aolybdenum percentages no higher than 5 per cent. 
This covers only the alpha and garaa field and a portion of the 
liquid field. 
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C. Ga«t Irons Oontalnlng MolyMenaa aa<a Chroaluia. 
1.. Molyh&mmm, 
1.I.Smith ana Anfaerhaar HQ) prep&rea forty melts using a 
gray east Iron bae® ani a molyM®nua content of 0.65, 1.77 and 
3.10 per cent. Inoreaslng molyMenuiffi eontent shome& a tendency for 
aeoremsing graphltle carfeon and approached the carbon condition of 
white oaflt Iron, io earefmlly studied annealing testa were made. 
th«y found that the irlnnell hardness was Inereaeed with an In-
ereaslng solybdenua eontent. fhe tensile strength was also increased 
but with decreasing properties of good aachlnability. 
lusatti and Calbianl (19) made a complete study of the effects 
of ffiolybdeauii on the properties of malleable Iron. This was pre­
pared fro® a special oast iron with a carbon content near that 
usually found in whit® cast iron but with a silicon content from 
two to three times greater than that of the usual white cast var­
iety. ihile It is of interest to note that they obtained an improve-
aent of the physical properties through the addition of jaolybdenum, 
no definlt® ©oneluslons may be drawn in connection with the ultimate 
results of the inij^estigation that are reported in this paper. 
fh© work of Soonan <11) approaches nearer to the field of In­
vestigation, that is reported in tills paper, than any other report 
that is airailable. Howev®r» Coonan's work is IncoBaplete and covers 
a molybdenuffi content no higher than 1 per cent. He annealed sample 
bars, with a aolybdenua eontent ranging from zero to 1 per cent, 
f o r  a n  o v e r a l l  p e r i o d  o f  1 4 0  h o u r s  a t  a  t e m p e r a t u r e  o f  1 5 5 0 T h i s  
included the tlae of heating and cooling. Mo information Is given 
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ooReerniaf th« rate ©f cooling nor th© time at th© maxiaum temp-
eratur©. fh® east iron eontaiaed from 2.30 to 2.80 per cent ear-
toon and froit 0.60 to 0.80 per oent sllioon. The physical proper­
ties, as reported in Gooaaia* s paper, are reproduced below in 
Table I. 
TMJLB I 
I 
:Sample 
; So. 
Per Cent 
Mo 
Yield Point 
Ibs/sq, in. 
• 
Teneile ; Elongation 
Strength : in 2 inch 
Ibs/sq. inJ per cent. 
1 0,00 31600 44200 7.5 
2 35100 48500 8.0 
3 0.50 35100 54300 8.5 
4 : 0.75 40200 58300 8.0 
5 1.00 44000 60000 7.0 
There is a deelded iaereas© in yield point and in teneile 
strength but the ductility reaehes a oaximuia with 0.5 per cent 
molybdenum and decreases again as the fflolybdenum eontent is in­
creased to 1 per cent. 
0oonan failed to determine the conditions for the destruction 
of th# pearlitie portion of his alloys and all his Bpeelaeaii which 
contain molybdenuffi show the presenee of pearlite. Hie conclusion 
that aiolybdensm retards the decoaposition of teffientite into temper 
©arbon is justified from an examination of the photomlcrographa 
that are exhibited. 
tturalEaal and Take! (29) report that molybdenum lowers the 
erltioal points at a result of their study of some special molyb­
denum steel#. However, their results were quite dependent upon the 
rat® of cooling and the maxlmuia heating temperature. 
- 16 -
Smith anfi &um@vhmB.r (18), wkll© working with alloys of an 
approximate gray iron ooaposition, report that there is a tendency 
for aolyhdenam to coawrt the graphite into a nodular for® and to 
refine the pearlitIc straetur# approaching a pearlite-eorbite com­
position. They attribute this action to the presence of molybdenum 
in the form of a aolid solution in ferrite. The material is tough­
ened and th© grain growth ii inhibited, fhe increased hardness is 
not du© to carbide foiwatton but to this solid solution. 
So in general, w® may ©xpeot that molybdenum will increase th© 
toughness, tensile strength and the hardness of oast irons. It in­
hibits the decomposition of iron carbide bat tends to eonvert flaky 
carbon into nodular form. The grain structures of pearlite and fer-
rit® are refined through the presence of molybdenum. 
2 .  GhromluB. 
A general resume of th© iron-chromium oast irona, as well as 
the constitutional diagrams of th© iron-chromium-carbon alloys, 
has been giwn by Foulke Cll) in his report of an InTestigation 
concerning the effect of chromium oa th© decomposition of iron oar-
bid© With mrying silicon content but with a carbon content compar­
able to that usually found in whit© cast iron. Poulke states in his 
conclusions that chromium produces a marked stabilizing effect on 
the combined carbon tooth la th© eutectoid and in th© masslT© eemen-
tite. This conclusion is reached from th© abnormally long time that 
is required for the graphit1nation of white cast iron containing 
chromium up to 0,5 per cent. 
Chromium seems to show a tendency for carbide formation. This 
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Is ln«31catea froia tla« report of Raffo andi sambucsty (21) on th© 
separation stsii laentificatlon of & aotibl® carbide of fthromlun 
iron in a colloidl&l state, ^ hey aseribe the probable forEamla 
as S*® tCrgOQ,* 
In general, cbromium laay be eonsiaered to impart hardness and 
brittleneaa t® malleable Iron throtagh its stabilizing effeet upon 
the earbide oontent, 
Fhysieal Factor# Whteh Affeet Rates of draphitizatlon. 
The meehanisa and velocity of graphitization is vitally affect­
ed ly a nmml^r of eritieal physical factors such as the pouring 
temperatare, rat® of cooling in the moulds, prequenchlng treatment 
and the teaperatare and time of annealing. 
Klkata (22) has aade a study of the effects of the temperature 
of poaring upon the rate of graphitlzation during the primary stage 
for a east Iron eoatalnlng 2.70 per cent earbon and 0.98 per cent 
silicon, ie fcwind that a higher pcwring temperature produced a 
casting that required a longer period to c^plete the primary stage 
of graph it isat ion than does a eastifi® poured at a lower temperature, 
the pouring temperature used varied from 13D0®C to 1550*0' Kikuta 
furthur shows that a hot mould produces an alloy in which both the 
primary and secondary stages of graphltization are slower than when 
oast in a cold mould, fhe temperatures employed ranged from that of 
green sand at rocwa temperature to a temperature of 1000®C. This al­
loy contained 2.17 per cent carbon and 1.07 per cent silicon. 
Osing an alloy containing 2.72 per cent carbon and 1.29 per 
cent silicon, likuta (22) studied the effect of annealing 
- l8 -
temperattipes oo hoth th© primary srid secondary stages of graphlti-
ssatioa. For th® primary stag©, tielng a temperature rang© from 870 »5 
to 970.5^0, it was fou^ that th© higher teaperatur© produced a 
®or© rapid rat© of graphitizatlon. The secondary stage was 8tudl©d 
between the temperatures of 6§0 and 730'g and th© graphitizatlon 
mm aor© coaplete with th© higher tesperatar©. 
fhes© reenltB of Kikuta as well as thos© of Hayes and Flanders 
(2) and Whit© C25) Indleat© that th© logarithm of th© time requir­
ed at the high t©«p©ratur® for th© graphitizatlon of th© fr©© car-
bid©, when plotted against th© t©iap©ratur©, produces a straight 
11a#. 
IsldenlE® (24) states that the recent discovery of the ability 
of oast iron, melted under th© ordinary conditions of super-heating, 
to retain lalnut© particles of graphite in suspension, indicates the 
probability of their action as nuclei for the subsequent growth to 
large cryststls of graphite as th© molten m©tal fr©©z©s. If this 
molten setal is glv©n a furthur heating up to 1540 to 1650®C, th©8© 
suspended particles of graphite will all be dissolved. The metal 
may then be cooled to the point of solidification with no nuclei 
favoring th© foraation of large graphite crystals. Th© m©tal may 
actually sub-cool b®lc« the ordinary freezing t©ffip©ratur© and, in 
setting, precipitat© th® graphite in a very fin© form with resul­
tant increased strength and other good physical properties. 
Schwartz, Johnson and Jung© (:$) have suggssted th© improv©-
aent of th© properties of aalleabl© iron from whit© cast iron by 
a prequenching before th© prQc©s8 of malleablizatlon is completed. 
They Stat© that this treatment will accelerate the aigration of 
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Qai*b©« beoause of the greatly iacreased number of graphite nuclei 
It 1th aeoompanyling deor#as© in migratory distances. 
III. EXPERiiisfAi, aireoDS amd data. 
A. Materials 0sefi. 
The materials employefi In the preparation of the alloys used 
In this Investigation are llstea as follows: 
1. Ferro-ehrome, ©ontalning an average of 72.7 per cent of 
Qhromlttm as reported by the manufaotttrer*s analysis. 
2. Ferro-molyb€ienum, showing the following analysis: 
TABLE II 
; ; Weight Per Cent • 
• I* 
: : I II III : 
• I 
: Molybdenum : : 
: : 63«18 62.73 62.91 : 
• • • 
Garbon : 1.13 1-13 1.12 : 
3, Gomierclal white east Iron test bars with the following 
eoaposltlOB: 
fABLl III 
.................. I 
Carbon 
Sllleoa 
langaaes® 
Sulfur 
Phosphorus 
Weight Per Gent 
I II 
2*58 2.63 
0.780 0.782 
0.19 0.21 
0.034 0,032 
0.1538 0.1553 
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4. F©rro-ell5.con, containing ^  pep cent silicon ae reported 
tey C.D.Poulke. 
5-. Crushed and p'Owdered graphite. 
The analftical ©ethod® employed were, in general, those that 
ha-re been reconuaended and approired by The American Society for 
Testing Materials. Some alterations were aade, particularily In 
the case of sulfur Tfhere the iron was removed by precipitation 
with sodiusi carbonate iBOlution before the sulfur was precipitated 
with barium chloride solution as barium sulfate in an acid medium,. 
The carbon deterainatlon was laade by direct eombuBtlon of the 
sample in a stream of oxygen, using an Ascarite tower as the ab­
sorbent. The sodiuai biamuthate Biethod was used for the manganese. 
Th© allEalal-acld titration method was used for phosphorus and the 
nitrlc-sulfurlc acid dehydration method was ©aployed for the deter­
mination of the silicon. When airailabl®, Bureau of Standard samples 
were analyzed in conjunction with the other analyses to serve as a 
cheolc on the accuracy of the determination. 
B. Preparation of the Alloys. 
The alloys were prepared from the commercial white oast Iron 
as a base. Calculated amounts of ferro-molybdenum or ferro-chroiae 
were added to ^ Ive the desired compositions. About 5000 strams of 
the white cast Iron were melted in a Plumbago crucible by means of 
a 35 kv. Ajax Horthup electric Induction furnace. After the Iron 
had become molten the calculated quantities of ferro-molybdenum 
or ferro-chroaie were s^ded and the melt was thoroughly agitated 
with an Armco iron rod. Shortly before the pouring, small amounts 
a -
of powdered s^r&p!ilte and ferro-slllcoa, equivalent to about 0.1 
per mnt of th© total »elt, w@r@ added to the melt to eompensate 
for may bisarnlng out of these t-w© elements. The ntolten material 
was again stirred with an armoo rod and InMedlately poured into 
mouldIni^ aanS to produce bars of approximately 5/8 inch in dia-
ueter. fhe bar® were allied to oool to near room temperatare be­
fore breaking open the moulds. The pouring temperature, ae deter­
mined by a Leeds and Morthup Optical pyrometer, was between IJOO 
and 1370*0. 
After eoolln^ the bare were broken Into convenient sizes of 
aoproxlaately one ineh in length. One specimen of about six Inches 
in length was reserved from each melt for chemical analysis. The 
on® inch pieces were reserved for subsequent heat treatment and 
ffllQrosQOpioal examination. The fracture was from i^ray-white to 
white and many specimens showed a slight searregation towards the 
center of the piece. 
0, Oheaical Composition of the Alloys. 
The composition of the molybdenum alloys is sjlven in Table 
I? on pa^e Table ? shows the approximate composition of the 
chromltia and the chroffilum-molybdenum alloys. 
The molybdenum was determined «?;ravliaetrlcally as lead molyb-
date. The other constituents were determined by the same methods 
as were employed for the eommerclal cast iron. 
So analysis was made of the chromium and the chromium-molybde­
num alloy® as It was found early in the investigation that graphit-
izatlon was completely stopped in those alloys containing chromium. 
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It maB felt to to® a waste of time to make a routine analysis of 
the chromium eontainlng alloys in which there was no graphitiza-
tion up to 406 hours at 932*'€. 
TABU; IV 
Molybdenum Alloys. 
Melt HO. 
Weight Per Gent. 
Mo 0 Si Mn s P 
S-1-1 0.921 
0.922 
2.79 
2.78 
0.780 
0.782 
0.21 
0.20 
0.031 
0.035 
0.1482 
0.1490 
S-12-1 0.934 
0.929 
2.63 
2.70 
0.762 
0.770 
0.18 
0.20 
0.1491 
0.1497 
S-6-2 1.84 
1.86 
2.51 
2.52 
0.792 
0.820 
0.19 
0.21 
0.036 
0.038 
0.1506 
0.1510 
S-11-2 1.85 
1.86 
2.62 
2.63 
0.857 
0.862 
0.17 
0.20 
- - 0.1500 
0.1504 
s-T-3 3.IT 
2.98 
2.63 
2.63 
0.657 
0.630 
0.18 
0.19 
0.038 
0.036 
0.1491 
0.1506 
S-13-4 4.09 
4.11 
2.55 
2.61 
0.650 
0.649 
0.22 
0.19 
0.034 
0.036 
0.1485 
0.1490 
s-14-5 4.95 
4.96 
2.58 
2.63 
0.610 
0.620 
0.21 
0.19 
0.033 
0.032 
0.1502 
0.1510 
Samples of the molybdenum series, the chromium series and the 
©hromlum-molybdenuffl series were found to be extremely hard ae cast. 
A great deal of difficulty was experienced in preparing them for 
the chemical analysis. 
In table ¥, page 23, are shown the calculated amounts of molyb­
denum and chromium as determined fro® the weight of ferro-iaolybdenum 
and ferro-chrome that wa« added to the white cast iron basis in the 
preparation of the chrojaiua and the chroaiua-molybdenum alloys. 
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TABLE ¥ 
Ghroffiluni aM Gferoaiiaa-MolyMeniUia Alloys. 
Melt So. 
Caleulatefl Weight Per Cent 
Or lo G Hemarka 
X-l 5 5 2.5 
X-2 3 5 2.5 
x-5 1 5 2.5 
X-4 5 3 2.5 
K-5 3 3 2.5 
K'6 1 3 2.5 
X'7 5 1 2.5 
X'& 3 1 2.5 
X-9 1 1 2.5 See Figure XII-o 
K'lO 3 3 2.5 Remelt of X-5. No SI 
added. 
I'll 3 5 2.5 Remelt of X-l + X-2. 6 
a^me Ferro-slllcon added 
1-12 1 5 2.5 Remelt of X-2 •»- X-3. 6 
gms Perro-sillcon added 
1-13 1 0 2.5 See B'lgure XII-a 
1C-14 3 0 2.5 
X-15 5 0 2.5 
The fractures of the aaiapl®8 from th© above series were gray 
to irfctlte i»ith a sllgbtly greater tendency towards gray than those 
of the series containing only aolyMenua. 
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D. Heat freataent. 
As previously stated, the purpose of this Investigation was to 
determine th6 effect of molybdenua, from one to five per cent com­
positions, and ohroiaiuffi covering the same rans^e of compositions, 
tos^ether with combined compositions of molybdenum and chroffllum 
from on® to five per cent of each element, upon the rates of 
graphitIzation after a predetermined heat treatment. 
The heat treatment was made in a hump annealing furnace. The 
teaperatur# of this furnace was controlled and recorded by a Leeds 
and Northup Automatic Recorder. Iron-Constantan theraiocouples were 
employed and these were replaced every twenty-four hours at the 
932®C range and every forty-eight hours at the lower range of 704*C. 
fhe temperatures were frefuently checked by a Leeds and Sorthup 
Student Potentloaeter. The saiaples under treatment were packed in 
2x8 inch iron gas pipes, capped at one end, or in small Plumbago 
crucibles. Gas cartoon of about 20 mesh was employed as the packing 
material. This was to partially check the decarburization of the 
samples that were held at the elevated temperatures for long per­
iods. In spit® of these precautions, appreciable decarburization was 
•seen at the surface of the samples. 
In the preliminary study the samples were removed from the fur­
nace to the air and allowed to cool in the carbon pack. In the final 
treatments the samples were allowed to cool in the furnace to a 
teaperature of 450®G before removing to the air for the cooling to 
to room teaperstur®. 
Furthur consideration of the chromium containing alloys may be 
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disposed of at this point with the statement that no decomposi­
tion of eementit®, either primary or secondary stashes, occurred 
after 406 hours at 932**G and 257 hours at 704"C. These conclusions 
are confiraied by reference to the photoffiicros^raphe as shown In 
Fismres XII-a,b,c,d and XIII-a,b. The remainder of this report i?ill 
be devoted to the oonsideration of those alloys which contain only 
the aolybdenuffi as the element added to the white cast iron base. 
A preliminary series of heat treatments was made by placing in 
the furnace seven containers, each consistlnfl; of a specimen of the 
commercial white cast iron and of each melt of different molybdenum 
coarooaltlon. The furnace was allowed to attain a temperature of 
932'^C before th© containers were introduced. Counting; from the time 
that the furnace as^aln reached 932®^ after the samples were intro­
duced, a container was removed at the followlxig intervals: 
1/2 hour. 10 hours, 48 hours. 
74 hours. 100 hours. 20? hours. 
257 hours. 
Upon rejioval at the stated intervals the samples were s^round 
down on the rou^h emery wheel to a depth of 1/8 to 3/16 inch to 
remove abnormal surface conditions. The samples were then polished 
and examined microscopically in both the unetched and etched condi­
tion. The etching was done by emersion of the polished surface of 
the samples in an ethyl aleohol-nitrlc acid mixture (5 per cent of 
concentrated nitrl© acid by volume) for such a length of tluie that 
would show the structure of the metal to the best advantaf^e. The 
molybdenum alloys usually required from thirty to fifty seconds to 
obtain the best results. The approxlraate time required for the 
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primarj sta^e of s^rapiiltlnation at 932®G for each molybdenum compo­
sition was thus determined. 
With the approximate time found, the above procedure was re­
peated until the exact time required (+ or - 5 hours) was determin­
ed for complete ,^raphltIzatlon of the massive cementIte for each 
composition at the elevated temperature of 932°G. In order to avoid 
any discrepancies, at least four samples of each composition were 
otlven the predetermined treatment at 932'*G. 
The next step In the investigation was to determine the tiae 
required for the second stage of ?,raphltlzatlon or the cosiplete de­
composition of the pearl Ite structure at 704"c. .4 similar procedure 
was followed as was done In determining the time required for the 
prltiari' sta^e at 932®C. The samples, which had previously been 
eflven the required treatment at 932®C, were placed In the furnace 
at 932®C and held at this temperature for one-half hour. The fur­
nace was then allowed to cool at a controlled rate of l8.5"c per 
hour until a temperature of 704®C had been reached . This tempera­
ture was then aaintalned and samples were removed at approxliaately 
t?;enty-four hour Intervals and examined microscopically to deter­
mine the progress of the ^raphltlzatIon in the second stage. When 
the proper time for each coaposltlon was definitely determined all 
specliiens were returned to the furnace at proper intervals to in­
sure that all saaples of the sac® composition would have the same 
time at 704®c. ?;hen the required time had elapsed, the furnace was 
cooled under control from 704*C to 450®G at a rate of 6.8*0 per 
hour. The samples were then removed from the furnace and allowed to 
cool to rooffi temperature in the carbon pack. 
Table ?I alves a complete summary of the heat treatment for 
representative samples of each melt of vary Ins; aolybdenum content. 
TABLS VI 
Staple Total Hrs. Total Hrs. Photo<^r8oh ohoisn 
Melt MO. M©. at 93 2"'G. at 704''G. in B'lgure;-
S-1-1 32 65 76 _ - -
S-1-1 70 75 98 - - -
S-12-1 14 80 99 - - -
S-13-1 33 65 125 _ - -
S-1-1 51 74 124 III-b,c,d. 
S-1-1 13 80 126 - - -
S-l?-l 52 74 0 Il-d. 
S-12-1 105 202 0 - - -
S-1-1 87 100 0 Ill-a 
S-6-2 34 89 160 - - -
S-11-? 35 89 160 V-b,c,d. 
S-11-2 71 103 122 . . .  
S-6-^ 15 104 147 . . .  
S-6-2 88 100 149 _ - . 
S-6-2 53 101 148 . . -
S-ll-2 54 101 172 - - -
S-11-2 16 104 0 - . -
S-ll-2 106 202 0 - - -
S-7-3 17 153 223 - . -
S-7-3 72 151 196 VII-b,c.d. 
S-7-3 89 155 197 - - -
s-7-3 55 153 174 - - -
S-13-4 90 203 174 ... 
S-13-4 18 SQ5 198 . . .  
S-13-4 73 2QQ 198 . . .  
S-13-4 56 201 223 . - -
S-13-4 108 202 247 IX-b,c,d. 
s-14-5 57 252 198 - - -
S-14-5 91 252 223 - - -
S-14-5 74 252 247 XI-b,c,d. 
S-14-5 109 257 247 - - -
Cast F© 0-928 65 100 XII-c,d. XIV 
Cast Fe S-llOB 202 148 - - -
Cast Fe C-92I 70 0 . . .  
Cast Fe G-llOI 229 0 . . .  
After under^olnff the above treatment, the samples were then 
ready for the final mlcroscopioal exaialnation and photographic 
atady. Those that were photos^raphed for permanent record are in­
dicated in the above table by reference to the proper figure. 
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In each caee th© sesiplee listed In the prece<<ding table were 
eooied from 932**G to 704^0 at the rate of l8.5"C per hour and 
were cooled from 704"C to 450'^0 at the rate of 6.8"G per hour. 
They i?©re then removed from the furnace and allowed to air cool in 
the carfcon pack. 
Table 711 shot?a the heat treatment that ^as c^iven a few rep­
resentative ssinplee at 932®G only, the time indicated is the ap-
proxliaate nujaber of hours required for the primary stage of the 
^raphltlzatlon. These samples were all removed from the furnace at 
932®G and allowed to air cool in the <?as carbon pack. 
TABLE VII 
Melt No. Sample 
No. 
Total Hrs. 
at 932*0 
Photostraph Shoisn 
in Figure;-
S-12-1 
S-11-? 
s-7-3 
S-13-4 
S-14-5 
14 
16 
55 
18 
109 
80 
104 
153 
ao5 
257 
II-c 
IV-b 
VI-c 
VIII-c 
x-c 
TABLE VIII 
Melt Ho. Sample 
No. 
Total Hrs. 
at 932''G 
Photo<T,raph Shown 
in Figure 
S-12-1 
S-6-2 
s-7-5 
S-13-4 
S-l-1 
s-6-2 
S-7-3 
S-13-4 
S-14-5 
52 
53 
55 
56 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
74 
74 
74 
74 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
IV-c,d. 
VI-d 
Vlll-d 
V-a 
Vll-a 
IX-a 
Xl-a 
In Table VIII, above, is given a suaiiuary of heat treatment of 
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a few representative saaplea at 932^G for 74 and 100 hours. These 
are offered to Illustrate soiae of the Intermediate stages of heat 
treatments. These samples were removed from the furnace at 932'a 
and allowed to air oool in th© carbon pack. 
i. Photographic Study. 
A photo?3!rsphle record of the results obtained In this Inves-
ti<!^atloi3 is presented In Fiitures TI to XIV, pa^es 30 to 42, Inclu­
sive, Ho attempt has been made to present a photof^raph of every 
sample prepared and studied. Only representative ph0t0fl;raphfl are 
presented as are needed to show the structure of the alloys as 
cast and during, the proj^resB and completion of the tiso stages of 
?^raphltlEatlon. Such magnifications have been used as would show 
the details of the structure of the alloys to the best advantage. 
Fhotographa of the completely graphitized white cast iron are pre­
sented as a basis of comparison. 
In Order to conserve space, the following abbreviations are 
employed under each photograph; 
1. The letter H, following the number of hours, indicates a 
temperature of 932*0 C+ or - 6°C)'. 
2. The letter A, folloi«lng the number of hours, Indicates a 
temperature of 704°C C+ or - 6'*C) . 
3. Unless otherwise Indicated, all photos?raphs represent sam­
ples that have been etched in ethyl alcohol-nitric acid 
etching solution. 
4. All cofflposltlons for molybdenum are s^iven to the nearest 
whole number. 
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(a) Mo = 1 per oent. 125 X. 
As Cast 
(b) Mo = 1 per cent. 350 X. 
Aa Cast 
[c) Mo s 1 per cent. 550 X, Cd) Mo 
80 Hrs. at H 
1 per cent. 550 X. 
74 Hrs. at H 
Sample So. l4 Sample No. 52 
FIGURE II 
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(.&) lo s 1 per ceat. 550 X, 
100 Era. at H 
Sample Mo. &J 
(b) Mo =s 1 per cent. 150 X. 
74 Hrs. at H 
124 Hrs. at A 
Sample So. 51 
Cc) Mo = 1 per cent. 350 X. 
T4 Hre. at S 
124 Eve. at A 
{d} MO = 1 per cent. 80 X 
74 Hrs. at H 
124 Hrs. at A 
UNBTGHSD 
Siampl© so. 51 Sample No. 51 
FICJTO III 
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Ca) Mo s 2 per ceat. 125 Cb) Mo = 2 p®r cent. 350 x. 
AS Cast 104 Hrs. at H 
Sampl® No. 16 
Co) Mo = 2 p«r cent. 350 X. 
74 Hrs. St i 
Saiipl® 10. 53 
So = 2 per cent. 550 X 
74 Hrs. at H 
Sample No. 53 
FI(JUf?S IV 
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Ca) Mo 3= 2 oer cent. 550 X. {b) 
105 Hr®. at H 
= 2 per cent, 150 X. 
89 Hrs. at H 
163 Hrs. at A 
Ssuaple 10. 88 Sample So. 35 
(e) Mo =s S? per cent. 350 X, 
89 Hrs. at H 
163 Hrs. at A 
(a) MO s 2 per cent. 80 
89 Hrs. at H 
163 Hra. at A 
UHSTGHED 
Sample Ho. 35 Sample No. 35 
FKOKE V 
(a) Mo 3s 3 per eent. X. 
&& Sast. 
(b) Mo s 3 per e@nt. 350 X. 
km Cast 
C©) Mo as 3 oei* cent. 350 X. (a) Mo = 3 oer cent. 550X. 
153 Hrs. at H ?4 Hre. at H 
Sample Mo. 55 Sample Ho. 55 
FiaURi VI 
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Ca) Mo^ 3s 3 G®nt. 550 x, 
100 Irs. at H 
Cb) Mo = 3 cent. 150 K. 
151 Hrs. at H 
196 HrB. at A 
Safflpl© IQ. 89 Sample Ho. 72 
(•c) Mo s 3 per cent. 350 x, 
151 HI'S, at H 
196 Hrs. at A 
(<3) Mo = 3 per cent. 80 X 
151 Hrs. at H 
196 Hrs. at A 
raisrcHED 
Sample So. 7S Sample Mo. 72 
FIOTBE VII 
Ca) lo = 4 per cent. IS X 
As Oast 
(b) MO sc 4 per cent. 350 X 
As Cast 
(e) Mo as 4 oer cent. 350 K.  (id) Mo = 4 per cent. 550 X-
Hrs. at H 74 Hrs. at H 
S&mpl© lo. 18 Sample No. 56 
giqTOS ¥111 
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Cm) lo s 4 oer ceot. 550 X, 
100 Ers. at H 
Sample io» 90 
Cb) Mo ss 4 per cent. 150 X. 
202 Hrs. at H 
247 HPS. at A 
Sample Mo. 108 
(c) MO' =: 4 per cent. 80 X. 
Hr&. at H 
247 Hps. at A 
MET CHID 
Sampl© S©* 100 
(fl) Mo s 4 per cent. 350 X. 
202 Hrs, at H 
247 Hrs. at A 
Sample So. 108 
DC 
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(a) Mo = 5 per cent. 125 X. Cb) Mo » 5 per cent. 350 X. 
As Gmet As Cast 
Ce) lo 3 5 eent. 35^ X. 
J5T Hrs. at H 
id) Mo s 5 per cent. 550 X. 
74 Hrs. at H 
Ssuspl© 109 Sample 57 
PIOTRl Z 
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Ca) Mo s 5 oer cent. 550 X. 
100 Hrs. at H 
Cb) Mo 55 5 per cent. 150 X. 
252 Hre. at H 
247 Hps. at A 
Sample Mo. 91 Sample lo. 74 
Ce) Mo = 5 oer cent. 80 x. 
252 Hrs. at H 
247 Hrs. at A 
mmTGmD 
Cd) Mo 3s 5 P®r cent. 350 X. 
252 Hrs. at H 
247 Hrs. at A 
Sample lo. 74 Saiapl© NO. 74 
PlaURE XI 
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(a) Cr s: 1 per eent. 150 X. Cb) Gr 
10 3 0 per eent. As Cast lo 
1 per cent. 150 % 
0 per cent. 
406 Hre. at H 
257 Hrs. at A 
Sample No. 102 
Cc) Or s 1 per oeat. 150 X. (€) Or =; 1 per cent. 350 X. 
1,0 =; 1 par eent. As Cast Mo a 0 per cent. 
406 Hrs. at H 
257 Hrs. at & 
Sample No. 102 
FZCJUHE XII 
a) Gr =s 1 p©i» 0®nt. 150 X. (b) Gr » 1 per cent. 350 X 
Mo SE 1 p:©r c©nt. Mo =s 1 per cent. 
• 4oS Irs. at H 406 Hre. at H 
HPS . at A 257 Hrs. at A 
Sample So. 98 Sample No. 98 
Co) Conaaerelsl Cast. 150 X. 
65 Hrs. at 1 
100 Era, at A 
Cd) Goffiiaerolal Cast. 350 X 
65 Hrs. at H 
100 Hrs. at A 
Sampl® So. e-92-J Sample Mo. G-92-B 
FlaURE XIII 
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(a) Goiamercial Gast. 80 X. 
65 HPS. at H 
100 Hrs. at A 
OTETCHED 
Saaple Mo. C-92-B 
FIGURE XIV 
The phot©fl;i»aphs given in Figures XII-a,b,c,d and XIII-a,lj are 
gi^en in order to confirm the the oonolusione that graphitization 
does not oeeur in those alloys that contain chromium, even as low 
ai 1 per cent., 
SoiB# aifficulty was experienced in obtaining clear and sharp 
photoi^raphs for those samples that required a high iHas;nification. 
However, these high aia<^nlfications leere necessary in some eases 
because of th© fine grain structure imparted to the alloys by the 
addition of molybdenum. 
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IV. DISGUSSIOH OF RESULTS. 
A. Practical Oonsiderations. 
The most optimum time required for the conipletlon of the pri­
mary and secondary stages of graphitlzation is s^iven below in 
Table X. The afflounts of molybdenuia and chromium are clven In round 
numbers, 
TABLE X. 
Alloy Ho. 
: Welaht 
• 
Per Gent. Time for Complete Graphltizatlon 
Mo Cr At 932^0 At 704®G 
S-1-1 1.00 0 75 to 80 hrs. 125 hrs. 
S-12-1 1.00 0 75 to 80 hrs. 125 hrs. 
S-6-2 2.00 0 90 to 100 hrs. 160 to 165 hrs. 
S-11-5 2.00 0 90 to 100 hrs. 160 to 165 iirs. 
S-7-5 3.00 0 150 to 155 hrs. 195 to 200 hrs. 
S-13-4 4.00 0 200 to 205 iirs. 245 to 250 hrs. 
3-14-5 5.00 0 Incoap. 255 tors. Incomp. ^0 hrs. 
Oom. Cast 0 0 60 to 65 hrs. 100 to 105 hrs. 
X-9 1.00 1.00 Noa® at 406 hrs. None at 255 hrs. 
X-13 0 1.00 Sone at 406 hrs. None at hrs. 
An accuracy no closer than plus or minus six hours is claimed 
for these results. These are well within the limits of experimental 
error that are characteristic of an investigation of this type. 
In Figures XV and XVI, pages 45 and 46 respectively, are shown 
three curves. Curve 1, Pirare XV, is the result of plottins^ the 
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magnitude of tbe aolybdentam eompositlons against the number of 
hours required for ooaplete graphltizstlon at 932*0. Curve 2 of 
Figure XV i® the result for the same procedure at 704''c. The values 
for the oom»erelal cast iron are taken for the zero laolybdenum com­
position. 
In fable XI, below, are tabulated the results obtained for each 
»®lfbdenum composition toy dlvldli^ the time for the secondary stage 
of graph!tlzation at 704®C by the time required for the primary 
stag© at 932^0, 
TABLE XI. 
Per Sent Mo. Ratio; Time at ?04**G/Time at 932'c 
0.00 1.67 
1.00 1.67 
2.00 1.60 
3.00 1.33 
4.00 1.19 
5.00 Indeterminate 
The curve obtained by plotting these values is Illustrated in 
Figure XVI on pas?e 46. All the values fall very nearly on a smooth 
curve with the exception of that for three per cent molybdenum. 
The curves illustrated In Fl-gure® XV and X¥I srlve evidence in 
support of the aoneluslons that the rates of graphltlzatlon, both 
the prlffiary and secondary stages, are In an inverse ratio to the 
percentage of molybdenam present in the alloys. 
One of the moat stri^cin^t features of these molytodenuBi cast 
Irons Is the aipparent reflneaient of the grain structure of the 
« 45 " 
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eoapletely epeolaens as oompareKi to the coiajaerolal 
whit© oast Iron whlQh lias been conTerted to the same conditions. 
This is shown quit© clearly by reference to Fissures Ill-b, V-b, 
Vll-b, IX-b and XIII-c, the latter being the comiaercial oast iron. 
This small grain strueture is a contributing cause to the toughness 
and greater tensile strength of the molybdenum containing alloys, 
fhis type of grain structure also results in greater hardness In 
comparison to the product from the coaaercial ifhite cast iron. 
Because no information of practical value would be obtained, no 
heat treatment for the secondary stage of graphltization at 704®C 
was carried out beyond 255 hours. For this interval the decomposi­
tion of the pearlIte was quite incomplete for the five per cent 
molybdenum alloy. This would indicate that the slope of curve 2 in 
Figure XV approaches infinity as the molybdenum content is increased 
beyond five per cent. While a 255 hour heat treatment for the five 
per cent alloy at 932*G brings aore positive results for the primary 
stage than was found for the secondary stage at 704yet the de-
eoffiposltion of the massive eeaentite is quite Incomplete. This may 
be conflriaed by reference to Figures X-o and XI-b,d. 
The time required for the alloys froa one to four per cent mo­
lybdenum may be seen by reference to Figures III-b,c,d, V-b,c,d, 
VII-b,c»d and IX-b»o,d. fhe a-parts of Figures VII and IX show much 
massive eeiMntlte that reaains undeeomposed. Small amounts of this 
cement ite also remains at the end of 100 hours at 932"*G for the one 
and two per cent molybdenum content, fhis Is shown in Figures Ill-a 
and ?-a. Figures XIII-c,b and XlV-a show a completely aalleabllzed 
speclinen of the eoffimerclal white cast Iron that was employed as a 
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base in th© preparation of the molybdenum alloys. The larger grain 
structur®. In cojaparieon to the fflolybdenum alloys, may be especial­
ly noted. 
For observations of th® incoaplete gfraphitizatlon of the pri­
mary stage, reference aay be mad© to Figures IV-a,b» Vl-d, Vll-a, 
Vlll-d, IX-a, X-d a»d Xl-a. Fibres XII-b,d and XIII-a,b show the 
absence of js^raphltlzatiori for those samples which contain chromium. 
The gtruotur©5of the alloys as cast are pictured in Figures 
II-a,b, I¥-a, VI-a,b, VIII-a,b, X-a,b and XII-a,c. These all show 
quit© siailar structure with the exception that the massive cementite 
fields appear to be divided into a isrreater number of smaller areas 
as the molybdenum content Increases. 
While these alloys were very hard and tough as cast, the hard­
ness was partially destroyed by holding samples at 932*0 for one 
hour and air cooling in the carbon pacfe. However, these properties 
could be improved by quenching in cold water rather than cooling in 
the air. A martinsitlc structure seemed to predominste. 
B, Some fheoretloal Considerations. 
fhe question may arise as to the probability of predicting the 
effect of elements in general and of molybdenum and chromium in 
particular upon the graphitization of white oast iron. Several 
theories have been proposed. However, we may safely assume the fol­
lowing fundamental chemical equation for the graphitization process: 
Cl) F©sG ^  3Fe 4- G 
For actual operating conditions Involved in the graphitlzation 
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of whit© cast Iron, the follo^lns; modified form of the s^eneral 
free enerf^y may be applied,*. 
In the pure iroa-esrbon alloys, the activities of the carbon. 
Iron and iron carbide may be asswaed to be unity and the second term 
in equation (2) becoaes zero. However, different conditions would 
result should an added element affect the activity of the iron or 
the iron carbide. The activity of the free carbon is generally as­
sumed to be Independent of the alloying elements. 
Ihen silicon Is added to an iron-carbon alloy, such as white 
cast iron, the silicon is dissolved in the iron to form a solid solu­
tion. The activity of the iron becomes less than unity and—AF be­
comes more positive. The decomposition of Fe^C is favored according 
to equation (2). This Is in accord with experimental evidence, where­
by silicon promotes the e^raphltIzatlon of white cast Iron. 
Chromium shows a marked tendency for carbide formation. In the 
development of the chromiuia-carbon phase diagram. Ruff and Poehr (26) 
have shown the formation of at least three carbides of chroaium, viz., 
CrBCg, Cr4C8 and GrgCg. Molssan (27) has shown the existence of an 
additional carbide, Cr^S. The existence of Cr»jrCa has been shown by 
the X-ray studies of Westgren and Phragmen (26). Evidence of the 
fomiatloa of a double carbide of iron and ehromiuia, Fe^^Cs .CrsGg, has 
been offered by Raffo and Safflbucety (2lJ. 
11th this Information available, we would expect that if chrom-
iuffl is added to white cast iron the activity of the FegC would b© 
lowered Iselow unity. This woulfi result in-AF , for equation (2), 
blooming less positive, fhe tendency for the decomposition of the 
Iron carbide, according to equation CD, would be less and the 
reaction should eventually proceed to the left and favor the for­
mation of the carbide when-A F has become negative. This predic­
tion is In accord with the results found in this investigation and 
the results a® reported by Foulke ClO). 
In general, those elements -sshich form solid solutions i^rith the 
iron have been found to proaiote ^raphitlzation, due to the lowering 
of the activity of the iron according to the explanation Just given. 
The elements that show a tendency for carbide foriaation are known to 
Inhibit or ooatpletely stop the mechanism of s^raphltization. 
this paper has shown that molybdenum decreases the rat© of the 
graphitization process. However, it Is not completely stopped until 
the molybdenum content exceeds five per cent. According to Takei and 
Murakami (16), iron and molybdenua fora solid solutions within the 
raacres eiaployed In this problera for pure iron-molybdenuia alloys. But 
from the results found in this investigation, it seems that the mo-
lybdenuffl fOB the aost part is associated with the carbide. Little is 
known concernlna the compounds of molybdenum and carbon except the 
report of Neubmrger (29) on the existence of a carbide, MOgC. The 
literature offers no Information concerning the possible ternary 
eoaipounds of iron-molybdenura-carbon. 
If the molybdenum is wholly or In part associated '??lth the car-
blde,-Ap would becojae less positive and the tendency for the de-
cofflpositlon of the FegC, accordlns^ to equation Cl) , would be less. 
This mechanism has been confirmed by the experimental results that 
have been obtained in this investigation. 
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¥. OOSGLUSIOMS 4SD SUMMARY. 
1. A study has been made of the quantitative effect of 
molybdenuii ypon the decomposition of iron carbide in the laallea-
bllzatlOQ process for whit© cast iron. Molybdenum contents from 
on© to five per cent were employed. 
2. It has been shown that the rates of graphitIzation for both 
secondary and primary stages definitely decrease ifith an increase 
of the ffiolybdenua content. The secondary stas^e is practically neg­
ligible for the five per cent molybdenum alloy over a time Interval 
of 255 hours. 
3. Definite time requlreaents for the primary and secondary 
stages of graphltization have been determined for each molybdenum 
eoaposition. These results are shown in tables in their proper 
sequence. 
4. It has been shown that the presence of molybdenum results in 
a positive refinement of the grain structure. 
5. Ho attempt has been made to correlate the physical properties 
of the alloy# with the chemical composition except the observations 
that if@re mad® during the breaking, grinding and polishing of the 
samples. Such observations have led to the belief that molybdenum 
Imparts increased hardness, toughness and tensile strength to the 
ffialleabll^ed Iron. 
6. The effect of chromium, alone and In combination with molyb-
denu®, upon the rates for the decomposition of iron carbide in 
white cast iron has been deteralned. It has been found that the 
graphItization Is completely stopped in all alloys containing 
chromium from one to five per cent. 
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7. FhOtographs have been Included to show the effects of mo-
IjMenuiB, chromium and molybdenum-chronilum coablnatlons. 
8. The general free energy equation has been applied in the 
theoretical prediction of the effects of selected elements on the 
rates of graphitization of comaercial t^hite cast iron. Experiment­
al eTldenc© offers confirmation to these theoretical predictions. 
9. A general review of th© literature, ae applied to the 
effects of various elements on graphitization rates, has been 
given. A coiaprehenaive bibliography is appended. 
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